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have been studied experimentally by focusing laser emission
of ultrashort duration on the surface of lithium dl-uteride.
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examined theoretically within the framework of approximations
based upon the results of experiments.
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THE STUDY OF PLASMA FORMED BY ULTRA-
SHORT LASER PULSES

.N. G. Basov, S. D. Zakharov, 0. N.
Krokhin, P. G. Kryukov, Yu. V.
Senatskiy, Ye. L. Tyurin, A. I.
Fedcsimov, S. V. Chekalin, and
M. Ya. Shchelev

Processes occurring during high-temperature
heating of plasma have been studied experimentally
by focusing laser emission of ultrashort duration
on the surface of lithium deuteride. Experiments
included the shadow photography of plasma with
illumination by ultrashort pulses and the photo-
registration of the dispersion of plasma with the
aid of an image inverter, as well as the time
dependence of laser pulse reflection and the
measurement of the electron temperature of plasma
with respect to its X-ray radiation.

The basic processes which accompany the
heating of plasma by ultrashort pulses are
examined theoretically within the framework of
approximations based upon the results of experi-
ments.

I. Introduction

In 1968 in the Quantum Radiophysics Laboratory of the Physics

Institute imeni P. N. Lebedev of the Academy of Sciences USSR,

research was started on the heating of plasma by laser emission of

ultrashort duration (10 -110-12 s). Upon focusing such pulses to

the surface of a target of lithium deuteride placed in vacuum, it

was possible to register rapid neutrons [1j. This fact indicated
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the existence of conditions of thermonuclear d-d-reaction arid,

conseouently, the achievement of high values of temperature and

density in the plasma. Thus it was shown that the energy of a powerful

laser of ultrashort duration can be effectively introduced in the

plas~ma.

At the same time it was established that the significant part

of the laser emission is reflected from the target [1, 2]. Tlese

results were c'nfirmed in references [3, 4].

In the analysis of the findings a number of questions appear.

In the first place, in what manner does energy absorption by a solid
-body occur if the laser emission has been concentrated in a pulse of

several picosezonds duration? In the second place, how do we explain

the power reflection of laser emission from the target? And finally,

what are the possibilities of ion temperature increase and, conse-

quently, neutron yield during the heating of plasma by ultrashort

pulses?

To answer these questions supplementary experiments were made

which investigated the basic features of heating and dispersion in

the plasma being formed. Some of them have been described in

reference [5].

Furthermore, it was established with the aid of the high-

resolution photoregistering apparatus that structure of the laser

emission pulse has a complex character and is not reproduced from

experiment tc experiment.

The ability of the plasma volume to generate thermonuclear

neutrons is determined by the values of temperature, density, and

lifetime for the plasma in this volume. In the plasma formed by

ultrashort laser pulses, these parameters are changed depending upon

time as well as upon coordinates, whereupon the characteristic time

of dispersion is lO-9 s and the characteristic dimension is ,i0-2 cm.

Therefore, the registration of plasma parameters with simultaneous

_paco and time resolutions (Ax ' 10- cm, At 100 s) is a difficult

L'TD-MT-2,4-987-71 2



technical problem, which is even more complicated due to the non-
reproducibility of laser pulsc3 from burst to burst [2]. Neverthelegs,

the achievement of either space or time resolution individually is

possible in practice. In this work we selected an alternate plan,

i.e., in our experiments we recorded parameters with high time resolu-

tion (to 2.10-11 s) averaged by the plasma volume. In this case, we

attempted to check the results of one procedure by the data obtained

with another. The measurements, whose results are examir•ed later,

were made with total pulse energy 0.1 J. We used smaller fluxcs than

in [1] becuase of the working conditions of the laser; for more

det.il see [5]. Lithium deuteride LiD was used as a target.

Theoretical research on the possibilities of heating ions by

focusing ultrashort pulses on a solid target is of considerable

interest. A physical model of heating was constructed with the aid

of experimental data. Calculation was performed withtn the framework

of hydrodynamic equations of two-component plasma, averaged with

respect to space, taking into accour? electron-ion relaxation and

energy losses to emissions when the duration of laser pulse is

considerably shorter than the characteristic plasma time (relaxation

time, time of hydrodynamic dispersior;. This makes it possible to I
examine processes in plasma from the moment of the termination of

laser pulse, selecting as boundar,; coad!tions the parameters of

plasma no, x0 , TO which is formfi a ultrashort pulses (no -

electron density, x0 - charactevs1-"c dimension, T0 - electron

temperature). With the aid of such aa approximation model, the

analytical dependence of maxinarm ion temperature on the initial

parameters, which can be measur~id experimentally, has been found. The
simplifications made in the calculazion, consisting of the arbitrariness

of no, x0 , TO, is not essential; however, it considerably facilitates

the analysis of the possibilities of ion heating.

The results obtained are valid for plasma which is freely

expanding into a medium without counterpressure and containing a
fixed number of particles. In the case of a thick target (target

dimensions much more than x 0 ), this corresponds to conditions under

which it Js possible to disregard the energy losses to electron

FTD-MT-24-987-71 3



thermral condo. tvity. Below we t.- •cu• :he pass~t'e role of therna:

conductivity and ,isc the pre.:-Atre of powerful laser emission of

ultrahrt durat.....; cu._ato. . are mde of the energy and duration

of the emlssiun rroe 'rom the vla:sma.

II. Experimental Re:ults

1. Heatlng Pulse

As asourceof ulrashort pulses we aced a laser on neodymium

glass operating in the soft-synchronization mode; the emission wave-

length was 1.06 um. Tv'e laser characteristics are described in

detail in [2].

The repetition int-,'vals of ultrashort pulses, determined by

the distance betw:een the; generator mirrors, was 15 ns. One pulse

was separa: I from a pulkes sequence by a special shutter with a

15 ns opening time. T"his pulse was then amplified.

As a result of examInation, it was found that an individaal pulse,

as a rule, consisted of several peaks (subpulses) of different

intensities, divided by different time intervals. Furthermore,

it was explained, in accordance with the data from reference [6],

that the generation time structure was not reproduced from burst to

burst. Total duration of the laser pulse was approximately 10 ns.

In this case, it contained several peaks with the average interval

between them 1-2 ns. This time was determined by the relative

position of the laser components. Total energy of the laser pulse

was -0.1 J and usually was greater, thelarger the peaks in the pulse.

The duration of an individual peak can be assumed to fall within the

interval from 2.10-12 to 2.10-l1 s. The lower limit was obtained

from measurements by the two-photon luminescence method, and the

upper limit from mpasurements Dy an image converter dnd represents

tile time resolution of the image converter tube. It should be

noted that in a number of experiments wt intentionally attempt.ed to

increase the number of peaks in a laser pulse so as to more completely

reveal tne irregularities in the formation and heating of r±asma under

the effeut of ultrashort pu-ses on a solid target.
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2. Shadow Photography of Plasma with
Illumination by Ultrashort Pulses

Methoas of shadow photography with Illumination by laser pulsez

of ns duration bave been developed rather thoroughly [?!. In our

experiments much methods were used as they applicd to ultrashort

pulses. The flst i easurement reselts were reported In [5]. Tnhe

installation diagram is given in Fig. 1. The ourput emission of the
laser passed through a KDP crystal and a small part of the light was

transformed into a quadratic component (wavelength 0.53 um). With

the aid of a glass plate and a system of mirrors the area near the

surface of the target was translucent with green light. In the focus

of the lens with f - 200 = waa installed a blade which cut off part

of the focal point. The edge of the blade In most of the experiments

was directed perpendicularly to the surface of the target. In tnis

case, after the laser burst a Schlieren photograph of the plasma was

obtained, on which areas were reproduced with the refraction gradients

along the surface of the target. in a numl'er of experiments the
blade was removed and shadow photographs of plasma were obtained.

The image was recorded after a system of filters which separated the

spectral region near 0.53 Um. Such filtration was used to reduce

the effect of the natural emission of plasma.

01 43 Fig. 1. Experiments in the
shadow photography of

' I A • plasma with the aid of
1) A IN %ultrashort laser pulses:

U-e -- 1 - KDP crystals, 2 -

It mirro-, 3 - target, 4 -
lens, 5 - blade, 6 - fi'l-

I ters, 7 - camera, 8-
glass plates, 9 - evacuated
vessel, 10 - calorimeter,
11 - photocell, 12 --

. oscillograph.

I I S KEY: (1) Laser. [M• - L125.

Focusing of the heating emission was accomplished by a In. wit..

f= 60 mm. The shape of the bursZ was recorded by a photocell wat

an oscillograph with the total resolution time approximately 1 ns.

Becaube of delay, the sounding pulse came tc the target 1.5 ns after

the heating pvlse.
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Fig;Ire 2a depicts a shadow photograph of plasma at a chamber

pressure of i torr. We obtained the image of a zone opaque for

light with wavelength A = 0.53 lim. After 1.5 ns the edge of the zone

went away from the target a distance of 1.5.10-2 cm, which corresponds

to a rate of dispersion perpendicular to the aurface of the target of

1I107 cm/s. Due to the dispersion of laser light on the hetero-

geneities of neody:aium glass, the light beam of the quadratic

component was Inhomogeneous in cross section. In the photograph

-- this Is revealed in the nonuniformity of the background.

-Graphic Not Reprcducible
I --- .- Fig. 2. Photograph of plasmas

* i] -formed by ultrashort laser
L- • pulses: a) plasma expanding

- - ' into vacuum; 1.5 ns after the
. "arrival of laser pulse on tar-

get, shadow photography; b)
, ,-- the same, Schlieren photography;

S< . c) plasma expanding'into air
N r at a pressure of 7 torr,

Schlieren photograph; the
pressure shock front is seen
48 ns after the moment of

2•'• ". .2 : •" format ion.

The image in Fig. 2b is the Schlieren photograph of plasma with

the same pressure in the chamber. The rate of dispersion of the

area with large gradients of the refractive index in the direction

away from the target, averaged for the first 1.5 ns after the

effect of the pulse, is (1-2)'i07 Cm/s

Figure 2c is a Schlieren photograph of the process in air at a

pressure of 7 torr. In this burst the target was acted upon by two

pulses, 46 ns apart. The front of the shock wave induced by the

plasma and formed by the first pul3e is noticeable. In the period

47.5 ns the wavefroit moved away from the surface a distance of 2.3 mm;

thus, the average speed is 5.106 cm/s. The velocity of the pressure

shock front in a direction parallel to the surface of the target is
66
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The presence of a tim structure &ffects the results of the

methods used differently. Vith shadow photography the opaque r&nge

of plasma, formed by any one subpulses is recorded. On the Schlieren

photograph of plasma the total effect of all subpulaes is observed

and the image can consist of a sertes of stripes. in the latter case,

the processing of large numbers of photographs makes it possible to
Pe'ate that a velocity of O e/a is characteristic for the conditions

of our experiments.

3. The Photoregirtration of PlasmaDispersion with the Aid of anImage Canverter

Shadow procedures give the image of plasma at a fixed time.

The continuous Qbservation of the plasma process is possible when
using the slotted scan method on an image converter tube. However,,,
in this case, instead of two-dimensional registration, we obtain

one-dimensional. Therefore, the shadow and image converter methods

supplement each other.

The installation diagram is given in Fig. 3. The part of the

laser pulse diverted from the beam by the glass plate was directed

to the photocell starting the image converter tube. The remaining -

emission passed through the light delay system- (corresponding to
image converter starting delay) built on full internal reflection

prisms and was focused on the target. Pressure in the chamber where

the target was located could be varied from 5.10"3 to- 5.10-6 torr.
A plasma image in the necessary spectral range was built- up on the
image converter entrance slits with the aid of a lens. In a series
of tests, along with plasma illumination laser pulse scanning was
performed. In this case, the pulse was directed to the image

converter tube with the aid of a glass plate and mirror through the

filter.

The scanning rate of the image converter tube could be changed

in stages from 10 to 1.5109 cm/s (Translator's -Note. The value of
this e..ponent is not certain as this figure is extremely blurred in the

original document.]. The instrument had a light amplification of

(2-3)'I03. Time resolution could reach 2 .1 0 l1 s -.
7I



Fig. 3. The photoregistration of
4 divergence with an image converter

, tube: I -- internal reflection;
"2 - diaphragm; 3- lens; 4 - tar-
get; 5 - photoregistration I-
image converter tubes; 6 - { ass

"-plates; 7 - photocelis; 8 -

- 3 mirror; 9 - calorimeter; 10-

FIgure 4a gives the photograph of the scan of plasma radiation

in the blue-green range of the spectrum (filter SZS-22). The

entrance alits of the image converter tube wero oriented perpendicu-

larly to the surface of the target. A series effect of 3 pulses

with an interval of 4 ns is noticeable. By the angle formed by the

boundary of the area of noticeable brightness and by the direction

of the axis of the time profile we can determine velocity. From

the third pulse velocitj is (1.2 ± 0.2)-10 cm/s. The propagation

velocity of brightness toward the laser varies from 0.8-107 to

1.5.107 cm/s from test to test. During dispersion, powerful plasma

radiation is maintained in a small area which moves from the target

with the velocity <3.106 cm/s. This area extends 0.2 mm from the

target, which approximately coincides with the spatial resolution

of the camera.

Graphi. Not Reproducible
S. .. Fig. 4. Tracings of

plasma dispersions on the
"image converter tube

. . }i (target acted upon by11 several ultrashort laser
-. pulses): a) plasma

...... ~ radiation scan; b) photo-
scan of plasma dispersion

"". .in scattered laser light
,2. K• • I (scattering angle =90°),

S..KEY: (1) ns.
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Figure 4b is a photograph of laser light scattered on a target,
0 -

obtained with an interference-filter 100 A wide. It Is evident that

intense dispersion at a 9U* angle occurs in an area %0.2 a,. in length.

This area coincides with the area of intense brightness (Fig. 4a)

and moves with the same velocity (3.106 cm/s). The teak vertical

stripe in Fig. 4b has been caused by the dispersion of laser emissions

from the plasm. With the sensitivity of the Image converter tube

to ultrashort pulses experimentally established, It was possible to

evaluate the eaergy of diffuse elimination. It was equal (assuming

isotropy) to a value comparable with total pulse energy.

Analysis of results shows that the heating and dispersion of

,plasma, which are observed on the image converter tube, can be
presented according to the diagram in Fig. 5. In general, three

stages of the prbceas are observed. The first stage lasts 3 ns.

In this stage, plasma Is expanded with relatively low velocity

(3-106 cm/s) -and laser emission strongly disperses. Both the first

and subsequent pulses falling on the target during this time have no

noticeable increase In velocity of dispersion.'

Fig. 5. Plasma dispersion
duiwing registration with Image

8= 9 tM (1) converter tube. a) tiAe depend-
ence of laser pulses; b) scan of
plasma self-luminessence; c)
time depen4ence of laser emis-
sions scattered at an angle -of

b) 90°; Ut - slit positlon; M
"o5 t boundary of target.

KEY: (1) ns.

If the pulse comes 3 ns later, it has a strong increase in

velocity (107 cm/s). The second stage of the process is beginning.

'In this case, by pulses we mean subpulses (peaks) of the total
laser pulse.
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Pulses which arrive during this stage with a duration of 4 ns are

dispersed more weakly than the previous ones. They give an additional

rise in dispersion velocity; however, the numerical value of this

increase is difficult to determine from photographs.

Finally, if an additional pulse arrives 7 ns after the initial

moment, it marks the beginning of a new "triangular" dispersion.

If pulses continue to arrive on the target, the picture observed on

the image converter repeats with a period of 4 ns. Throughout the

process (10-20 ns) the area of powerful dispersion which coincides

-with the zone of Intense brightness moves away from the target at a

velocity of less than :3.106 cm/s. Between this area and the target

surface weak brightness is observed (Fig. 5b).

4. A Study of the Time Dependence
of Laser Pulse Reflection

The emergence of a powerful reflection of laser emission when

focusing ultrashort pulses on a target has already been noted [1, 2).
Total energy in the reflected light can reach 30% [2) and, conse-
quently, is essential in the energy balance off plasma heating. A
study of reflection is important not only from the point of view of

decreasing this detrimental effect and increasing the efficiency of

heating, but can also throw light on the processes which occur in

plasma.

The time dependence of reflection was determined with the same
image converter tube used in the above studies. The installation

diagram is given in Fig. 6. Part of the laser emission mias deflected
by the glass plate to the photocell starting the image converter
tube. After a light delay of 15 ,.- the basic emission was focused

on the target in a vacuum of 10* torr [Translator's Note. The

exponent * here is illegible in the original document.]. Direct and

reflected emission was collected with the aid of lenses on small
reflectors coated with magnesium oxide. The light scattered on the
reflectors was directed to different parts of the input slot of the

image converter tube. The optical paths of rays, in this case, were

thoroughly shielded from each other. Registration was carried out

at image converter scans of 80.20 and 3.5 ns.

10
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- - 1 Fig• 6. Experiment on time
" dependenceof reflected laser

A • * pulses: I- glass plates; 2 -
C•j "= total reflecting prisms; 3 - fil-

• etws; . lens; 5 -mirrors; 6-I light proof screen 7 - magnesium
oxide reflectors; h-diaphragms;

I9 - target; 10 - moving-image
-camera with Image converter tube;

11 - photocells; 12 - calorimeter.

In preliminary experiments it was established that reflection

from plasma exceeds parasitic dispersion (reflection from the lens

and the window of the evacuated vessel) by approximately 2-3 orders.

The simultaneous scan of incident and reflected laser emissions is

shown in Fig. 7. The first two pulses (peaks) 0.3 ns apart (Fig. Wb).

ave reflected more Intensely than subsequent ones. The degree of
reflection noticeably varies between I and 3 ns from the beginnirg of
peaks (between the first and second groups). We cat also note that

within the weaker reflection stage a direct relationship Is not

observed between the Intensity of reflected light and -the Intensity
of Incident light. Some pulses are reflected more weakly and others

more powerfully. Sometimes present in reflected emissions are pulses

which are so weak in the Incident radiation that they do not appear

on the photographic film. In Pig. 7a the number of pulses in the

incident radiation is less than it is in Fig. 7b. The character of

the reflection is thj same; the first pulse is reflected more power-

fully than subsequent ones. In this case, it is possible to determine

that the degree of reflection varies noticeably during the time of the

first pulse, which does not exceed 4 ns.

Sometimes in incident radiation the first peaks have so little

of the total laser pulse energy that they are not visible on photo-

graphic film. According to estimations, their energy does not exceed

10-3 J. Such peaks are recorded in the channel for reflected

emission because the sensitivity of this channel is higher. In this
case, the reflection of the first Incident pulse Being recorded on the

11



film usually decreases. With powerful defocusing (an increase in the

dimensions of the focal point to 1 mm) the degree of reflection was nt

changed noticeably during 10-20 ns.

ýFig. 7. Traces of laser-emissionI (two cases): upper path -the
* , Incident laser pulse; lower path -

KEY: (1) ns.

•-• It is interesting to note that when focusing into air at atmos-

S • pheric pressure, reflections from a spark could not be registered,
which, apparently, is connected wrth the low density of the plasma

fored. Therefore, it was possible to use a sample in air in our

Sexperiments in order to check the correctness of camera operation and
S~the absence of parasitic reflexes.

5. X-ray Measurements of the
Electron Temperature of Plasma

The rate of dispersion, whose measurement was the basic purpose

of the procedures discussed in Section 11, §9 2 and 3, is finally

determined by the initial plasma temperature. The direct determination

of electron temperature T e was carried out by measuring the ratio of

the X-ray cont-inuum intensity into adjacent spectral regions separated

by thin foil (see, for example, [9]). In that part of the spectrum

where the emission is bremsstrahlung, the transmission of thin foil

and thin films of various materials can be calculated [10]. This

12



method has even been used when the recombination continuum predominates
in the radiation since the dependence of intensity I on frequency v
in both cases has the same form: IAv-exp (--lv/kAT.)Av. The necessary
conditions for measurement correctness is the absence of line emission

in the investigated spectral ranges. In our case this was ensured
by checking the chemical analysis of the target. Line emission does

not fall in the pass band of beryllium filters used In the experiments
if the atomic number of the admixture is Z < 9. The portion of admix-
tures with Z > 8 in the lithium deuterlde we used was a quantity <0.1%.

The diagram of the experiment is presented in Fig. 8. A lens
with f a 60 mm focused laser emission on the target which was located
In a vacuum of 10-3 torr. The X-ray radiation through beryllium windows

15 mm in diameter with the aid of plastic scintillators was recorded
by photomultipliers. The scintillators were made from polystyrene

with p-terphenyl and POPOP added; derexcitation time was 2 nas. The
SLU-FT photomultipliershad gair. factors of 10 and 108; their time
resolution was 5 ns. Signals from the photowultipliers were fed to
the input of a wide-band dual-trace oscillograph. On anotner oscillo-
graph with the aid of a photocell the laser pulse was monitored with

a time resolution of 1 ns.

Fig. 8. Measurement of electron
temperature of plasma wtth respect to
X-ray emission: 1 - lens; 2 tar-

., , get; 3 - beryllium filter; 4-
scintillator; 5 - photomultiplier;
6 - photocell; 7 -' calorimeter; 8 -

3glass plates; 9 -diaphragm; 10 -
oscillograph.

Before measurements it was established thu. the contribution to
the signal of hard X-ray radiation as a result of the bremsstrahlung

of rapid electrons on the chamber walls [2] could be disregarded. For

this the direct X-ray radiation of plasma from the target, in one

registration channel, was shielded by polyethylene 0.8 mm thick. On

13
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another channel, where changes were not made, the experimental condi-
tions were controlled. Such a scheme servM to check protection of th,

computers from the visible radiation of the plasma since polyethylene

is transparent for the visible spectrum. As a result, i1 was found tha't

the emission from the walls did not exceed the threshold of camera

sensitivity.

The relative sensitivity of channels was determined from a

comparison of signals obtained when using a filter of the same thick-
ness (15 mg/cm2 ). During measurements the filter thickness in one of
the channels was doubled. P-lasma temperature was determined with

* calculations performed in (101.

Experiments showed that the pulse duration of X-ray radiation
was 5 ns, i.e., it was determined by time resolution. For laser
pulse energy of 0.1-0.3 J, Te, determined on the assumption of

Maxwellian form of electron distribution function, varied from 140 to

220 eV for a main value of 180 eV. This corresponds to filter pass
a

band from 4.5 to 10 A. In the channel where a fine filter wab used

and a photomultiplier with a gain factor of 10 , the mean value of
anode current was 1 A. For instance, for a specific burst with pulse
energy 0.2 J the average anode current of the photomultiplier was

0.45 A and the temperature Te 180 eV.

The solid angle at which the scintillator was observed from the
plasma region was 0.2 sr. The transmi3sion of the beryllium filter
15 mg/cm2 was 5"10-5 [11]. After producing a rough evaluation of the
conversion effectiveness of the scintillator and photoelectric cathoda

(number of photoelectrons per i keV of X-ray photons in the pass band
of the filter) according to [12], we obtain radiant energy passing

through the filter to the scintillator on the order of 10-2 erg and,
consequently, the total energy of bremsstrahlung radiated by plasma

in different directions is on the order of 104 erg. This estimate lays

no claim to accuracy. However, it will be of use when evaluating
n0 x 0 (see Section III, paragraph 1) because of the low depend'nce of

radiant energy upon plasma concentration.
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III. Discussion of Experimental
Results

1. Let us make a short review of the basic laboratory findings
after emphasizing that the obtained results relate to laser palses
which consist not of one -ut of several peaks (subpulses). Ekperiments
show that interaction of every subpulse with a target Is not the ,.me
but depends upon the previous history and time of the peak sequence
relative to the beginning of the process. At the initial vioment
we should assume the arrival of the first pulse (peak) at the target.

From the results obtained it follows that the first pulses

.(following in 3 ns) form the plasma which moved away at a low (3.106
•i ore/so) velocity (see Section 11, ,anFg.5.At approximately

A the same time we observe the intense reflection of laser emission at
an angle of 180G and lateral dispersion (the reflection) at an angle
of 900 to the directýin of the incident beam. A-small fraction of the
total energy is~spent on the formation of the initial plasma. _T2bs

is apparent from the fact that the first pulses with initial energy
10'--10"o J are recorded on the photograp.ic film in the emission
reflected at an angle of 1800. For comparison let us say that in
order to ionize and heat, to a temperature of several electron volts,
a layer of the target with an area equal to the area of the focusn 1ng
spot (3.10- cm ) and a thickness x0 equal to the wavelength of laser.
emission ("l Um), it is necessary to expend energy on the order of
10- J.

After 3 no the possibility arises of further heating the plasma
This is indicated by the high dispersion rate of the plasma (up to
1.5"10 cm/s) observed during the registration of plasma brightness
on the imaGe converter tube as well as in shadow photographs. Further-
more, a noticeable decrease in intensity of laser emission reflected
at angles of 180 and 900 is noticed. In 4 ns the pulses arriving at
the target are absorbed by the hot plasna which has been formed, as
is apparent in Fig. 4. After 7 ns (if the next pulse arrives) on the
image converter tube we observe the formation of a new portion of
high-temperature plasma which moves away at a velocity of 1.107 cm/s.
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If pulses conWlnue to inter the target, the pattern Is repeated with

a period of 4 n.s.

During the entire process, • laser of slowly (3-106 cufs) dis-

persing plasma is observed near the target. This Is 1n;ditated by

photographs of both the plasma radiation scan and the latera. disjersion

(reflectlon) aan.

The X-ray measurements of the electron tewpi'ature of the

plasma give a mean value of 180 eV. Under such conditions electron-

Ion relaxtIons will bs able to occur for substantial gs-dynamic
expansion (see section V) and, thaa&efore, a recalculatior of the

inlt'al electron tezperature (rilht after the arrival of the pulse
which gives the high-teperature hetting) leads to a value of To-- 270

eV. Determining the electron loempera~re from the dispersion rate

observed from the Image converter tube and baadov -phot aph gives a

value of TO, = 70-160 eV (se-t formula (16)]. As has already been

mentlone4, these measurements were made on different laser bursts;

therefore, it Is natural to assume that the difference obtained was

caused by the difference In the parameters of laser emission.

The longitudinal ditension x0 of hot plasma at the initial moment

can be determined from the dispersion of the glowing region in its

own and the reflected light of the laser, scattered at an angle of

"900 to the Incident beam. The value of Y,," .O10-2. On the other

hand, '.'rom the shadow and Schlieren photographs, which give an Idea
of the dimensions of the region occupied by rather dense plasma

•lo,0 cxr-- 3, we obtained x0 ~ (1-2).10-2 cm. The same values are

obtained if we take Into account the total energy of X-ray radiation

(see Section II, 4 5). This energy is proportional to the product of

SnoVowhere V0 is the initial volume of hot plasma. Since the radius

of the focal point is known we obtain, with the aid of the formulas

below (20), (28), an estimated value of n0 x0 i 1019 cm- 2 which, when

x0 10-2 cm, correspond3 to n Z 10 2 1 cm- 3 . A layer of the solid
target with a thickness approximately equal to the wavelength of the

laser emission becomes hot plasma.
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2. Ia the basts of tNe ein a data diWOsed, th* ol•mJn
model of taw farmtSep si"d diewe1m of th plasma uder the etftet
of **Vona Ultraebort SRLtae laser Pm* on a target Is the Oost
- I* model, A well pa•t of the .mW In the first pulse on
to the sIgle Intal ladiatloa of the litllms 600tewie layr with

a thickness of order eqwa to the wavlength of laser 0 i. 0..
S tmlt anw:awi with the ioaniation there occurs a heatIfg of the
frmerd pamat 'to a Seerture of rpoveral *eletren Volts. Imurer

Steqier re Is elted * to the frct that plasma f•e-ency
h31 plýl becomes oeater thm th frpery a of tte

'r 116U. atoee of this18,e the remaeIng part of the palse Is

tbe ulta-, pUBema foumed MnMs. fO-Wy relatIhely slowlye s•e---

qyt ul(•), iort pulses bel nue to be stronfly refolcted o nith

Partiele denIty ftus to e*eM.1ou ftll to a navoitude deteramind by
the phahoitioc

wtere Z Is the averpae oaued ot olctrans, taldn g o late aeonmt -am

atoe or the par•nt substas e of the target ane p ris the tota-

density of atoms and nons.

At the moment Shen Plasma edeusity falls to the values dotez 0-ined
by (1). laser pulses begin to be effectively abrowbod, forming high-

temperature planm an ich movme -a•ay with high velocity. The portion

of reflected light noticeably decreases. For a certain period or
time, the hot plasma formed Is nontransparent for laser emlsion.
After transparency sets In, the next laser pualse penetrates again to
the target and forms a new portion of hilp-temperature plasire.

The observed reflection of the first pulses at an angle or 1800
and dispersion at an angle of 900 to incident emission are apparently
part of one and the same process, the reflection which appears upon

the breakdown of condition (1). The experimental data show that the
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character of reflection for targets -f lithium deuteride (obtained
by compression) does not differ greatly from isotropic; however, t:ne

first pulse is reflected in a smaller solid angle.

From the data it follows that upon focusing ultrashort pulses
with energy of 0.1 J, a noticeable variation is not observed in the
condition of the reflection of light from plasma when > w.

IV. Emission and Thermal Conductivityof Plasma. An Evaluation of theEffect of Laser Emission Pressure

1. Thermal conductivity, leading to an additional increase in

the number of heated particles, can play a substantial role in the

high-temperature heating of plasma by laser pulses. In our case, we

can disregard radiant thermal conductivity since plasma is optically

fine, and assume that the basic mechanism for the heat transfer is

electronic thermal conductivity. We shall also assume that the initial

heating of electrons from temperature T0 occurs in a finite domain

with dimension x0 and then this region is expanded because of thermal

conductivity. Near the front of a thermal wave, as is known (see,

for example, [14])

where x 0 is the coordinate of the front of the thermal wave.

Let us substitute Te(X, t) into the heat equation:

5 OT . -('r

where a i050 CGS units; Te is in ergs.

Passing to the limit x -÷ x and integrating the obtained expres-

sion, while taking into account the law of conservation of energy,

under boundary conditions t = 0, x, = Xo, we find

18
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(4)

where Q is the plasma energy in erg when t 0 0; S is the area of the

focusing spot of the laser emission on the surface of the target in
•_. cm2 .

Maximum propagation velocity for the thermal wave is

(y.. 7 J 3109 (5)

Equating this velocity with the asymptotic velocity of
plasma dispersion w (3ZT•|?. we obtain the relationship, which is
virtually independent of the form of ions,

0.!,.10-9' (n.xv.•2 keV. (6)

Thermal conductivity during dispersion and relaxation of plasma
can be disregarded if T.47. If T7, it is necessary to take
thermal conducitvity into account. At n 0 x0 - 1019 cm- 2 temperature

TP'505 eV; therefore, for our case, we may disregard thermal con-
ductivity.

2. Let us examine the regularities of plasma emission during
dispersion. For lithium deuteride, plasma emission, beginning with
"4100 eV, is basically bremsstrahlung (see, for example, [14]). At

lower temperature, recombination emission predominates.

The need to examine the emission procesb is connected with the
following facts. In the first place, the essence of one of the
experimental methods - the X-ray method - lies in the measurement of
radiant energy in certain sections nf the spectrum (see Section II,

.1 § 5). In this case, integration in time occurs because the emission
pulse duration is shorter than the time which can be resolved by the
metering arrangement. In the second place, it will be necessary to

account for emission in the calculations of electron-ion relaxation

(see Section V).
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The intensity of the bremsstrahlung, which-we shall examine
subsequently, is described by the following expression [19):

= 1.34. IO'"Z'n•T" erg/cm3 .s. (7)

Emission can be considered three-dimensional if the mean free
path Zy of the braking quanta in the plasma [14]

1, =t 1,53. 10•. cm
II

(where Te is expressed in degrees Kelvin) is a much more character-
.istic dimension of plasma x0 . We will consider this condition to be
fulfilled. For instance, for lithium deuteride at Te a 200 eV,
ne = 1021 m-3, calculation shows that 4 •3.6.10 i ~x,•10- . We will
also examine temperature Te 100 eV and assume the plasma to be
fully ionized.

In pulse action time T 10- 1 1 -10- 1 2 s, electrons heated to a
temperature of Te a 100 eV cannot transmit any substantial portion of
their energy to ions. Equalization time for electron and ion tempera-
tures is [13j

3 8m)T'2

• 8 I2 " ,n V %--Z' I.. A (8)

where In.t-5 is the Coulomb "Logarithm. For lithium deuteride at
ne = 5d1020 cm-3 and Te = 200 eV, this time Tj 1.10-1u s. Consequently,
condition

,-'> •((9)

is fulfilled throughout the range of temperatures in question.

Thus, initially, we have plasma occupying volume V0 with electron

concentration n, and eleqtron temperature TO. Considering (9), we

obtain T~ilt-o=
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Plasma at the moment of formation,, as well as during dispersion,

is not uniform. Its tesperatUre and density are characterized by a

certain spatial distribution. We do not consider this distribution

and we examine the values of the parameters averaged throughout the

volume. On the one hand, this is done because the initial density and

temperature profiles are known; on the other hand, the majority of

experimental procedures (including those described above) give plasma

characteristics averaged by volume.

Let us first examine two-dimensional plasma dispersion, i.e.,

when the thickness of the plasma layer x << d, where d Is the

diameter of the focusing spot. Let us take the following designations:

.n a ZnI (Z is the average ion charge), N is the average mass of ions.

For lithium deuteride Z*.2, M.4mu. where mH is the atomic mass of

hydrogen. From the equation of motion for the plasma volume as a

whole

PdV=-dEM, (10)

where P=zn(T.+± Ti)- the pressure of plasma; n=anxjx; V=~Sx* S is the

area of the heated surface; E is the energy of the directed motion

of ions (contribution of electrons %me/M); after substitution, we

obtain the equation of motion in the calculation for one ion:

ZT,-4 T,=Mxx. (11l )

Here and subsequently the CGS system of units is used; T - in ergs

(with the exception of specifically stipulated cases), k, R are the

time derivatives.

The law of conservation of energy is written in the form

3 d (Zr.+ r,)= I12d
(12)

where i(t) is emission intensity in the calculation of one ion.

Taking into account (7), expression (12) assumes the following form:
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4- Md(13)- -- -3- -- 0.9.10""Z'n -

The solution of equations (1l)-(13) gives the following results.

If we designate by Q0 the energy released in plasma at moment t - 0

and by ErA the kinetic energy of directed motion of ions with
t * c, then E,,Q#-f(TOIn1 ,x) at the given values of Z and M, when

4,,lQ.=I-(1'SQ0j. In Fig. 9 the solid curve illustrates this dependence

for lithium deuteride in the case of two-dimensional dispersion. For

other values of Z and M, scale T0 /n 0 x0 is multiplied by (Z2/10)(MItonH)'*.

The approximate solution of the spherical case is carried out
similarly.

"�-- Fig. 9. The dependence of the
ratio of the energy of the asymp-
totic motion of plasma ErA to the

9__' total energy of the laser pulse
// - , QO applied to the plasma on the

initial parameters of the lijaited

(ithout thermal conductivity)l t. iii]. plasma: temperature To, density

n and thickness x0 (radius r 0 ).

1 - spherical dispersion; 2 -

Vý Js' 4 ~two-dimensional dispersion.
it( 2 ) KEY: (1) rel. unit; (2) eV/cm

For lithium deuteride at n0 x 0 = 1019 cm- 2 and T0 a 200 eV the

losses to radiation are small, which is also confirmed by experiment

(see Section II, § 5). For the prescribed value of S, the total

number of heated particles N-noxo; therefore, as can be seen from

Fig. 9, the role of emission increases with an increase in N when

T is constant, and when N = const it decreases with an increase in

TO'

Without allowing for emission for flat and spherical dispersion,

it is possible to obtain the following expressions;

X)1- ]r112 (14)

T.+4-TT T 0 ( ,T (15)
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Unlike two-dimensional dispersion, in spherical dispersion Yhen

r/r 0 - 3-4, plasma temperature falls by one order and dispersion rate

Is close to asymptotic.

3. Let us exand the features of plasma emission. For this

-we will return to the dependence graphically presented in Fig. 9. It

is possible to see that in the region where 4F.Qm, total radiant

energy Is determined with great error. In this case, which occurs

in the experiment, emission and gas-dynamic dispersion are independent

processes. The bremsstrahlung energy from plasma takes the form

S(18)

Assuming that electron and Ion temperatures equalize before the

basic component of radiant energy is Illuminated, with the aid of

(16) and (17) we have obtained the following expression for the time

dependence of bremsstrahlung:

I(f)=A( -iI-s-Fctgw) (19)

where A is a constant depending upon initial conditions; w-z 1-02 f.

It is assumed that plasma at the initial moment has a density of
ne = n and temperature Te = To# while we examine dispersion of a
hemisphere with initial radius r., which is determined from condition
S - 7r 2where S is the area of the focusing spot.

The total energy radiated by plasma does not depend upon
temperature:
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For lithium deuterlde with spherical dispersion and Initial

parameter determin-ed from experiment (tW@=10 c•-,). we obtain l,•f + :o..

erg.

The decrease in emission d1/dtg,.1.l(j+s)9 and, consequently, charac-

teristic pulse time T.., can be evaluated from condition

0 21)

For tlme

~r=--~h~ (22)

82% of the energy is radiated:

In the experiment (see II, § 5) X-ray radiation was measured

with the use of filters with a pass band limited on the side of
2longer waves. For a beryllium filter 15 mg/cm the boundary wavelength0

is 8 A. The intensity of bremsstrahlung in the range of the X-ray

continuum depends exponentially upon wavelength:

11 d; -% exp (- hc, ;.T) dA.

In order to determine the energy passiig through the filter,

it is necessary to integrate the product of the filter transmission

and spectrum: 1= I Bdl, where B, _s the spectral characteristic of

filter transmission. However, for teryllium filters it is possible

to assume with a sufficient degree of accuracy I=z:/IdA..

Thus, the energy passed through the filter is

(1=:exp (----) 1(t). (23)
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This onergy decreases with time according to the following law:

• (l .oS-•.•(-m•(24)

where a== Wr + When A0S 8 A and To - 200 eVa a 11.4.

The characteristic time of the emission which has passed throuTr,

the filter %. is determined from relatioiship

wiu!. (25)

Thus, we obtain

(26)

Emission duration with variable focusing depends only upon

initial temperature.

Integral values of I,(a) and I(-) are connected by the approxi-

mate relationship 0

4 .a .e-. (0o). (27)

For lithium deuteride, in our ca3e, we have 0,9oo).0.5 erg, -
z 0.5 ns, :,P o0,2 ns.

In the case of two-dimensio~al disperston, total radiant energy

is also independent of temperature:

/,,(o*)-a,8._3,6. (28)

For lithium deuteride under these conditions, we obtain /,.,(oo)=-4.1O'

erg, i.e., one order of magnitude greater than with spherical disper-

sion. For two-dimensional di3persion the quantity I/,(va) is evaluated

according to formula (27).
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Since there is an Intermediate case between two-dimensional and

spherical dispersion in the experiment, the total radiated energy

must fall between Ic4(-) and Inq(-), i.e., for n0r. a 1019 cm-2

between 4.104 and 4.5.103 erg. The evaluation obtained from experi-

mental measurements gives

!(oo) '10W erg.

4. The possible effect of the pressure of laser emission on the

plasma being formed deserves consideration. The observation of such

an effect during the focusing of nanosecond laser pulses on a solid

target was discussed in [15). In the case we examined, the fluxes

,near the target are considerably higher and, consequently, greater

than the value of light pressure.

The total pulse which can be transmitted from an electromagnetic

wave to plasma is expressed in the following manner:

' , (29)

where W is the lasar pulse energy.

On the other hand, taking into account the fact that the basic

component of the emission goes into heating, we obtain

S•,, N .(30)

Here N is the number of ions participating in the heating and To is

initial temperature (in energy units).

The gas-dynamic pulse of plasma is expressed by

EN T, (31)

where v®, is the asymptotic rate of dispersion. Taking into account

(30) and (31), expression (29) assumes the form
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P,-- paw (32)

In the above described experimsns wt.mIV cu/s and P. 104 P. and,
consequently, the effect of the pressure of laser emissioaa can be 2
disregarded.

V. Electron-Ion Relazation In
Plasma Poised R a Powerfu Ultra-
short Laser Plse

1. The problem of heating plasma is primarily the problem of
achieving high ion temperature. During laser heating electrons are
heated first) basically because of a process opposite to bremsstathlung.
Ions obtain heat from electrons as a result of collisions. At high

initial electron temperatures, which can be attained by focusing of
powerful ultrashort pulses, plasma can disperse before a temperature
balance of its components occurs.- The need for takiag this non-
equilibrium Into account was considered in [51.3

The heating of electrons occurs during a pulse duration of
10"11-10-12 s. In most of the cases cf practical interest this

time is much less than the characteristic times of electron-Ion

relaxation Tet and gas-dynamic expansion TrA- For example, for
plasma paraimters in the described experiments nt410 az-4 , Te'CO0 eV and
xsI0-s cm, we obtain r.jm1O-M s, 1auIO- s. However, the electron-
electron relaxation time x IU-= a. Therefore, below we will use the
idea of instantaneous heating of electrons to temperature T0 . The
temperature of ions at initial moment T (0) << TO and, without reducing
accuracy, we set T,(O) - 0. We will be concerned with temperatures
of Te 5 100 eV at which plasma is completely ionized. At the initial
moment electron density is no and the plasma dimensions are known.
At this time free dispersion of the plasma begins under the action of
internal pressure and emission and electron-ion relaxation simul-
taneously. With the same considerations as presented in Section IV,
paragraph 2 we will consider that during expansion, density and
temperature are uniform in the entire plasma volume,
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5ine in our experiL-ents the character or the dispersion changes
In time TrA 1tron two-dimaensional to spherieal, let us examine both

these types. We emphasize once again that we are speaking of confined
0 1asna. Such a condition in practice corresponds to the condition of
heating thin foil or a small Isolated particle. During the heating

of a thick target (target volume much greater than initial volume or
plasm) thermal conductivity can play a slgnlfiant role (see Section

IV, paragraph 1).

i With an increase In lnlttai electron temperatur To the relaxation

rate falls and the expansion rate of the plasma Increases. Temperature

TOO' at which the characteristic dispersion time ir s comparable
-with the equalization time of electron and Ion temperature Tel"
determines a certain critical value of initial thermal energy. At

i 0 < Tt0 the heating of Ions can be considered effective. Relaxation
marAges to occur beOore a pronounced temperature drop due to the
adiabatic expansion of plasma. At TO > To0 , on the other hand,

dispersion proceeds faster than heat transfer from electrons to Ions.

Let us evaluate TbO. Since

3 (33)

X.,b T-f (34)

(where v 3 8 is the speed of sound), then from condition ;g(TPj=%--Tj

we obtain

T% =--- !,4.10 I M'"(kx))ij.w, eV. (35)

For lithium deuteride 'at nOx 0 f 1019 cm- 2 (as in our experiments)

we obtainT 0 - 450 eV. More precise calculations give a value of

740 - 600 eV.
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2. Let us ....n.s a tim4-1m ula laoet of plawa with
inltia thielmass 3o. Us rate of electron-ica relomtIon in the

absence of am emerg isses can be written in the form E13]

W NO (36)

Sthe table of values presented In [13] we shall select IaAw.
Expression (36) i. vall. with both small avd large differences TO - 11
[16]. Substitutiag nm ieial values and replacing ni nCx 0 /ZX, we

obtain

(37)

where z-•SXa- IO-"(ZaaJI8j

ftsides energy losses upon collision with colder Ions, electrons

lose thermal energy cn their acceleration and also on emission. Ions

acquire heat because of relaxation but they lose it only on gas-

dynamic expansion. From the equation of notion for the plasm volume

as a wholeI
-(P.- + i (38)

(where P is pressure, V Is volume, 9KUNH is the energy of directed

motion of plasma), we may conclude that the contribution of each of

the components to the energy gain or dispersion is proportional to

ZTe/(Z~e + TI) and Ti/(ZTe + Ti) for electrons and ions, respectively.

This conclusion Is Justified by the following facts. In the

first place, we deal with colliding plasma, I.e., Ie << x0 " Here

te is the length of the mean free path of electrons which, according

to [17J, can be evaluated by expression

T2 (39)
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- - -

where T is in keV. For example, for nf a 5.1020 cm- 3 and T, = 0.2
keV we obtain le = 5-10- cm << x 0  10-2 am.

In the second place, we can disregard the acceleration of ions

by electrons at the edge of the freely exDandlng plasma. Plasma

volume V % S1 will be captured by such acceleration. Here S is the
y D

focusing area and I is the Debye screening distance, equal to

where T is it. eV.e

Volume V composes a small portion of the total volume V of the

plasma: V Y ( D/x)V. For example, for n,=e 101 c.-', T,=;I keV we

obtain ZD : 7 x 10-7 cm and V,%I0"4 V when x0 = 10-2 cm.

Hence, we obtain the following equations of relaxation for
electrons and ions:

T,. -T re •. "" ZT,+Tz dr"T--,-I lý Z. - ' (41)
Z yt't

dT, T- 2 - I Tt (42)
df 31 -3 t

where i is the intensity of radiation in the calculation for one ion.

The addition of (41) and (42) leads us, of course, to equation
(12), which upon substitution of i(t) assumes the form (13). Equation
(38) with the appropriate substitutions is reduced uo (11).

Thus, the system of equations (11), (13), (42) determines the

problem proposed. Its solution has been examined in reference [20].

3. The solution of the system of equations (11), (13), (42) is
carried out by approximation but possible errors do not exceed 20%.
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Results have been obtained in analytical form; however, the dependencee
found are complex and assigned parametrically. Therefore, we will not

give them here, but for the casee interesting us let us present results
on graphs.

The dependence of ton temperature on time TI(t) has a certain

maximum T., when t - m, determined by the initial conditions of the
problem. It i3 precisely this quantity which is of practical interest
to us. Figure 10 gives dependenceT IM(T 0 ) for lithium deuteride when

n0 r 0 - n0 x0 a 1019 c-2. The change to plasma of another composition
and initial data is accomplished by means of the multiplication of

the scale along the axis of ordinates by the quantity

and of the scale along the axis of the abscissas by the quantity

Let us note that when selecting Z for plasma consisting of several
elements, we should use a root-mean-square evaluation Z=Z- -/•,

with which the number of electrons for one ion Z must be near Z.

For N we can assume a mean arithmetic value. For lithium deuter!ie,

for example, Z * 2.25; Z - 2; M 4 NmH.

(1) Fig. 10. Dependence of maximum
Sion temperature Ti on initial

electron temperature T0 for con-
fined plasma: 1 - two-dimensional

S\ -- dispersion; 2 - sphArical diaper-
I sion.

-tt KEY: (1) s; (2) keV.
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Figure 11 presents with the solid lines the dependence xm(T0)
at given values of no, ro, x0 . We should keep in mind that in the

two-dimensional case, at sufficiently high TO, the ratio xm/x0 > 3
and, therefore, dispersion acquires a spherical character. Figure 11
shows with the dotted line how the dependence of this case will
actually be modified.

Fig. 11. Effective time Tm of maximum

(1) i6n temperature existence as a function of
initial electron temperature for lithium

deuteride when nO . 1021 cm- 3 , x0 = rO
lo-2 cm: 1 - two-dimensional disper-

sion; 2 - spherical dispersion; 3 - a
change from two-dimensional dispersion to
spherical under the conditions of the

. experiments conducted.
f ( KEY: (1) s; (2) keV.

In the region of low To, the drop in Tm is explained by the
pronounced decrease of T el as compared with T rA and T SII [see formulas
(33), (34), (22)]. In this case, the temperature endurance will be
determined by the latter, more gradual, process and, therefore, will
increase.

4. The analysis of the solutions obtained shows that for limited
(without thermal conductivity) plasma, the dependence of the highest
attainable temperature for ions Tim on the initial electron temperature
To can be broken down into three regions. In the region of low To
where emission can be substantial, electron-ion relaxation occurs
before gas-dynamic expansion has time to develop. Subsequently,
ions and electrons began to disperse with identical temperatures.
With an increase in To a region begins where electron relaxation
occurs during dispersion. The increase in Tim rapidly decelerates
with an increase in TO. Finally, at high To, plasma, under the action
of internal electron pressure, disperses even before electron-ion
collision occurs. Now an increase in To is accompanied by a decrease
in Tim.
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io With assigned innttl temperature To the highest attainable
" Ion temperature dependu upon the product n x0 (see Fig. 10). If

,for each n x0 a eonst we Aefine TO0 as the temperature at which curve

ATm(T0) achieves maxim=m Tm, then we obtain T'.e(rX"'. Tem.erature

T 0 weakly depends upon ion mass (as M1 /4) and more strongly depends10

upon Z. At ne - const temperature 'coeZ 4 . This is connected

basically with the relaxation term since p-iZ-. Therefore, we find
that when heating lithium deuteride, the ions of lithium are first

heated and then, from them, thermal energy is transferred to the
deuterons.

Tl~us, in confined plasma (nxxo a const) it is not possible to

obtain ion temperature higher than a certain maximum TOm. Moreover,
transitions to TO0 lead to a drop in ion temperature. However, if

with an increase in T0 we increase n0 x 0 , then a further rise in Ti

becomes possible. Precisely this situation can arise under the

effect of very powerful pulses on a thick target. An increase in the
number of heated particles in this case occurs because of thermal

conductivity. Thermal conductivity emerges not as a useless process
3 leading to undesirable losses, but as a mechanism which facilitates

the obtaining of high ion temperatures. The heating of Ions dui'ng

electron thermal conductivity is examined in reference [21).

5. From the experimental results discussed above it follows

that n0 x 0 - (1-2).1019 cm- 2 . With the aid of these measurements, it
is pocsible to explain the neutron yield in the experiments described

in reference [1]. If we take n 0 x0 a 2.1019 cm- 2 and ,e-1021 c¢i-9, then
on the basis of the analytical expressions obtained for the maximally
attainable ion temperature we have Tim - Trim = 300 eV with an
initial electron temperature of TI 0 =2OL eV. The lifetime of the

maximum ion temperature is -rn,3 5.10-'0 s. Hence, according to [18], we
obtain for the expected neutron yield V%,,xi neutron/pulse, whicli
agrees with the observation in E1) of single neutrons.
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VI. Conclusion

In the study of plasma heating with ultrashort laser pulses It

was found that the laser pulse, as a rule, is not single but consists

of a whole series of subpulses (peaks) having dissimilar intensity
and distance from each other at different time intervals. The results

obtained with a total laser pulse energy of 0.1 J showed that the
absorption of an individual picosecond pulse occurs when near the
target there is plasma with a concentration lower than critical n p,

which can be determined from equality w = p WPI
The heaLtng of plasma under the conditions of the conducted

.experiments occurs in the following manner. One of the first peaks
hitting the target ionizes it to a depth approximately equal to the

wavelength of the laser emission. After the value of ne is equalized
with the value of nKp, the rest of the peak is reflected. Simul-
taneously with ionization occurs the heating of plasma to a temperature

of several electron volts. As a result, the plasma formed rather

slowly disperses. All reaks hitting the target in this stage will be
reflected (with the deduction of losses to supplementary ionization)
until particle density falls, as a result of dispersion, to a value

corresponding to nKp * At this time, high-temperature heating of
plasma is possible.

Thus, it is possible to consider established the fact that
reflection of ultrashort pulses occurs in plasma regionz where
electron density is near critical. At flux densities used in the
experiments there is no noticeable absorption by the plasma of laser
emission when w > w.P

The hot plasma formed with initial electron temperature To : 200

eV, electron density no = 5 "1020_10 2 1 cm- 3 , and characteristic
dimension x0 = (1-2).10-2 cm during a certain period of time is

nontransparent and the incident peaks are absorbed in it. Aftor tie

onset of transparency due to the drop in plasma density during free

expansion, laser emission again penetrates to Che surface of the tar-

get and high-temperature heating of a new portion of the substance
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occurs. The stage of slow dispersion is absent, which indicates the

existence near the target of neutral gas or cold plasma with <nn.

Theoretical analysis of the possibilities of heating ions in

the approach of a uniformly expanding plasma, taking into account

electron-ion relaxation and energy loss on emission, indicates that

with the prescribed initial conditions no, x 0 , To, ion temperature

Ti as a function of time has maximm Tim. The dependence of Tim on

initial data has been obtained. At n 0 x0 a const quantity Tim first

increases with an increase in T0 and after achieving a certain value

for Tfim, begins to fall. This drop is explained by two factors.

=i
With an increase in initial electron temperature the rate of

electron-ion relaxation decreases in proportion to T"3/ 2 . Further-

more, there occurs a simultaneous increase in the dispersion ratb

(proportional to T1 / 2 ) and, consequently, a reduction in the time

of energy exchange during collisions between electrons and ions.

j Thus, in plasma with a fixed number of particles (n 0 x0 - const)

it -is not possible to achiev-* an ion temperature higher than

Th ''(,.}"'. It is possible to achieve a further rise in Ti if we

-use a thick target and laser energy with which an increase in the

-number of heated particles because of electronic thermal conductivity

beeomes noticeable. Thermal conductivity will play ric. its usual

role of energy losses but that of a useful mechanism favorable to the

-achievement of hih -ion temperatures with high plasma density [21).

-. Since the collection of ion energy during relaxation and the

emission of the plasma occurs as a result of the same electron-ion

collisions and differs only in the size of the cross section, there

exists a profound connection between ion temperature and the radiant

- characteristics of plasma when it is heated by ultrashort laser

pulses. It has been shown that Tim and the radidnt energy are fully

determined by the Same parameters: T0 and n0x0 . Therefore, the

diagnostics of the plasma created with ultrashort pulses, with respect

to its emission, can be used to determine ion temperature. When

radiative losses are small as compared with the total energy of the
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plasma (and precisely this usually occurs), the integral radiant
energy is proportional to quantity (n0x0 )

2 and not dependent upon To.

On the contrary, pulse duration of the plasma emission T1311 is

determined only by initial temperature T.(•,".T"') and does not depend

upon n0x0 . With respect to order of magnitude, T H3A is fractions of

a nanosecond and cannot as yet be measured by existing apparatuses.

X-ray pulses from the investigated plasma are, apparently, the shortest

that can be obtained today.

The results of this work make it possible to explain experiments

in the observation of neutron emission [i]. The neutron yield

observed corresponds to To 0  900 eV, Ti 300 eV, n0 x0 = 2.1019 cm- 2

when initial electron density n0 Is near critical.

Upon focusing powerful ultrashort pulses the pressure of laser

emission near the target can reach high values. However, from the

calculations made it follows that the supplementary pulse acquired

by the plasma in this case is small as compared with thermal in the

ratio v/c where v -,iT7 is the asymptotic dispersion rate.

In conclusion the authors sincerely thank A. R. Zaritskiy,

V. B. Lebedev, Yu. M. Matveyets for aid in this work, Yu. V.

Afanas'yev and V. A. Shcheglov for discussing the results,

L. I. Andreyeva for supplying the photomultipliers, and V. A. Kova-

lenko for furnishing the oscillograph.
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COMMENTS OF EDITORIAL STAFF

Quantum electronics,-whose emergence is connected with the first
molecular generator on an ammonium beam, presently occupies a
completely independent area of physics.

An unusually large group of scientists and engineers is working

both on the over'all problem of the interaction of coherent electro-
magnetic radiation (primarily light) with matter and on the different
applications of the common principles in specific instruments. Inter-
national and national conferences on quantum electronics are
completely comparable to conferences and congresses on traditional
areas of physics. A considerable number of specialized forms, closely
connected with quantum electronics, have been held: conferences on

nonlinear optics and holography, on the interaction of radiation with
matter, etc. This is completely natural for such a strongly developing

area of knowledge.

The works of this group of physicists and engineers on quantum
electronics can and should be combined on the pages of a specialized
periodical. "Quantum Electronics," published by the Sovetskoye

Radio Publishing House, serves this purpose.

In 1971 the collection will be published periodically; we hope
that in the near future it will become a Journal.
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The editorial staff of "Quantum Electronics" accepts for

publication original articles and short reports. In eazh issue there

will be one review article on the present problems in quantum elec-

tronics.

The electoral staff assumes that the subjects in the collection

will be sufficiently broad. Works connected with the applications

of lasers in science and technology, as well as those describing

specific devices, will be accepted.

Thus, we hope to be able to concentrate efforts in quantum

electronics in one publication which, undoubtedly, will effect an

improvement in the quality of published works, an increase in the

volume of information, and, on the whole, further progress in quantum

electronics.
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